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This paper will examine the connections – etymological and substantive – between 
‘influence’ and ‘influenza’ in W.H. Auden’s poetry, especially his poetry of the 1920s 
and 30s. The essential influence on Auden’s poetry during this period is the 
psychoanalytical theory of disease propounded by Georg Groddeck: that neurosis 
emerges through the body in illness, from coughs to cancer. Auden later revises his 
poetry in an effort to cure this influence/influenza – and the paper will examine, 
through close reading of Auden’s major revisions, how the healing takes place. The 
problem Auden faces is that Groddeck’s theory is already a kind of cure – a cure for 
neurosis. The paper will look at the ways in which Auden worked off the neurosis of 
other influences (especially Yeats) using Groddeck’s scheme of cure (particularly 
through a close-reading of in ‘In Memory of W.B. Yeats’). Auden’s critical writings 
attest to the linkages between ‘influence’ and ‘influenza’ and the problems he 
encounters in trying to efface both from his poetry – that previous ‘influences’ had 
been cured by Groddeck’s ‘influence’; that the ‘influenza’ of influence is itself a cure. 
Auden’s solution is won punningly: the paper concludes by reading ‘A Summer Night’ 
as a cure for the disease of influence (in this poem, read back to its etymological root: 
things coming from above) by imposing ‘ease’, opposed to dis-ease, upon its 
protagonists. 
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